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Abstract

The algorithm AMGKQ for adaptive multivariate Gauss-Kronrod quadrature over hyper-
rectangular regions of arbitrary dimensionality is proposed and implemented in Octave/MATLAB.
It can approximate numerically any number of integrals overa common domain simultane-
ously. Improper integrals are addressed through singularity weakening coordinate transfor-
mations. Internal singularities are addressed through theuse of breakpoints. Its accuracy
performance is investigated thoroughly, and its running time is compared to other commonly
available routines in two and three dimensions. Its runningtime can be several orders of mag-
nitude faster than recursively called quadrature routines. Its performance is limited only by
the memory structure of its operating environment. Included with the software are numerous
examples of its invocation.

Keywords: Multidimensional numeric integration, multiple integrals, computation of integrals over hyper-
rectangular regions

1 Introduction

As Press et al. [1992] state:

“Integrals of functions of several variables, over regionswith dimension greater than one, are
not easy.”

We aim to make it so, at least for regions given by a hyper-rectangular volume in an arbitrary number of
dimensions. Since one often requires the integration of several functions over the same region, an algorithm
that performs the evaluations simultaneously is inherently more efficient than repeating the quadrature in-
dependently for each function. The use of a vectorized computing language, such as Octave or MATLAB,
allows one to implement these evaluations with a minimum of coding.

In this article we propose AMGKQ, abbreviation for AdaptiveMultivariate Gauss-Kronrod Quadrature.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

∗robjohnson@alphawaveresearch.com
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• Vector, matrix, and binary singleton expansion operationsare leveraged for efficiency.

• Variable transformations are used for improper integrals in multiple dimensions.

• An arbitrary number of breakpoints in multiple dimensions is possible.

The implementation AMGKQ.M is based on ADAPT.M by Alan Genz [van Dooren and de Ridder, 1976,
Genz and Malik, 1980, Berntsen et al., 1991] and QUADGK.M by David Bateman [Eaton et al., 2009], and
it makes use of subroutines provided by Walter Gautschi [1994, 2004] and Randall LeVeque [2007]. The
advice given by Shampine [2008] “to vectorize the evaluation of functions” is taken to extremes, as all
the integrand values for each subregion are evaluated with asingle call to the user supplied function. The
quadrature coefficients are stored in persistent variablesto reduce the computational load, and care is taken
throughout to compute what is needed only once if possible. In the quest for efficiency, every FLOP counts.

The intended application of AMGKQ is in the context of Bayesian data analysis, where one usually
finds a strongly peaked evidence density somewhere on the coordinate manifold against which expectation
values of the observables are taken, but it should meet the requirements of a general purpose algorithm
on par with those provided by Octave and MATLAB. Standard variable transformations are used when an
improper integral is detected [Shampine, 2010], and internal singularities are avoided by use of breakpoints
defining boundaries within the integration region. For goodmeasure, it also does complex line (contour)
integrals in the complex plane using the same machinery.

2 Statement of the Algorithm

In this section we will state the requirements of the algorithm, its initialization, and its main control loop.
The basic theory of Gauss-Kronrod quadrature is assumed to be known to the reader, as are the implementa-
tions ADAPT.M and QUADGK.M. How the algorithm is used for contour integrals will be described at the
end of this section.

2.1 Definition of the Integrand, the Region, and the Initial Subregions

The form of the user supplied function(s)Ff (x,y, . . .) is important to the efficient implementation of its
integration in a multivariate setting. Using the notationS for scalars,V for vectors, andM for matrices,
what we require isY = F(X), whereX has size[ND,NX] for NX points inND dimensions andY has size
[NF ,NX] for NF integrands. Vectorized expressions and binary singleton expansion operators⊕ and⊗
should be used when codingF.

The region of integration is specified by the vectorsA andB, each withND elements, defining a hyper-
rectangular volume such that

R =

∫ B

A
dX F(X)±E (1)

is the vector ofNF results we are after with estimated errorE. If necessary, the limits are swapped such
that allAd < Bd, accounting for any induced change of sign. Optionally, a matrix of breakpointsC with size
[ND,NC] can be supplied by the user; if none is given the defaultC is determined to be the midpoint of the
region. The primary use ofC is to inform AMGKQ of the locations of singular (or nearly singular) values
of the integrand, but when doing complex line integralsC is used to define the path of the contour.

With C in hand, the initial subregions indexed bys are defined in terms of their central locationL s and
half-width Hs as follows. That permutation of theNC locations inC which gives the shortest aggregate
distance fromA throughC to B is selected. Starting nearA, each pointCc in turn is used to subdivide the
region in which it is found into 2ND partitions, discarding any null volumes. Optionally, the user can request
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Figure 1: Initial subregions in 2 dimensions with four breakpoints, two of which are located on the
outer boundary of the region. Breakpoints are indicated by× and dotted lines, and subregions are
indicated by© and solid lines.

thatC be taken in the order originally specified. Points inC can be located on the outer boundary,Cd,c = Ad

or Cd,c = Bd, or on internal boundaries without fubaring the initial subdivision. If all components inC are
unique and not equal to any component ofA or B, one hasNC(2ND−1)+1 subregions when finished, which
sets the lower limit on the requested maximum number of subregions AMGKQ is allowed to consider. An
example of the subdivision process in 2 dimensions is shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Gauss-Kronrod Quadrature in Multiple Dimensions

For any subregion labeled bys, we wish to compute the integral over the volume as efficiently as possible. To
do so, we store in memory the abscissa in normalized units (between -1 and 1) for every contributing location
XK of size[ND,NK ], as well as both their Gauss and Kronrod weights,WG andWK respectively. The(nG,nK)
Gauss-Kronrod quadrature rule pair(wG,wK) in one dimensionxK can be of any ordernK = 2nG+1, with
tabulated values for those most commonly used [Holoborodko, 2011] and a double precision routine called
for others [Laurie, 1997, Gautschi, 1994, 2004]. In multiple dimensionsND > 1, one hasNK = nND

K weights
in WK andNG = nND

G weights inWG. Each element ofWG andWK is the product of the weights inwG

andwK respectively corresponding to the indexed location inXK, andXG is the subset ofXK where every
coordinate is of even parity. The abscissa locations in physical unitsXs can then be evaluated for the entire
subregion by first calculating the locations along the central axesXL = (Hs⊗xK)⊕L s and then constructing
Xs from XL by indexing.

The integrand is then evaluated at all locationsXs with a single call to the user supplied function,
Ys = F(Xs). The Kronrod estimate of the integral is calculated with a matrix multiplication and a scalar
multiplicationQK = [Ys(XK)×WK ]hs, wherehs= ∏d Hd,s is the volume factor, and similarly for the Gauss
estimateQK = [Ys(XG)×WG]hs. The result for the subregion is given by the Kronrod estimate Rs = QK ,
and its variance is estimated asVs = (QK −QG)

2, taking the power along independent dimensionsf . The
valuesRs andVs are stored in memory for accumulation. The final result is theaccumulation of all the
subregion resultsR=∑sRs, and its estimated error is the square root of the accumulated subregion variances
E= (∑sVs)

1/2. Note that ADAPT multiplies its estimate ofE by a factor of 3, while QUADGK accumulates

the subregion errorsV1/2
s .

3
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2.3 Selecting the Subregion and Direction for Subdivision

With each iteration of the main loop, that subregion among the Ns present which has the single largest
estimated variance across all integrands is selected for subdivision, while ADAPT selects the greatest error
summed over integrands. When evaluating the direction for subdivision forND > 1 according the magnitude
of the fourth derivative ofF, only that integrand with the largest variance is considered, while again ADAPT
considers the sum over integrands. Neither method is particularly well-suited when the orders of magnitude
of the integrands are vastly different, but how best to make relative the selection process for simultaneous
integrands is not clear. When selecting the direction, AMGKQ focuses on the integrand that triggered the
selection of the subregion.

The evaluation of the fourth derivative (in each dimension)is accomplished by using finite difference
coefficientsw4. Having evaluatedYs as part of the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature, those values are used again
for this purpose. SincexK is not evenly spaced, the coefficients themselves must be calculated for the chosen
order of quadrature rule [Fornberg, 1998, LeVeque, 2007]. The abscissa locationsXd along the central axes
are identified, and a matrix multiplication yields the result Fiv

d,s = Ys(Xd)×w4 in normalized units. That
direction with the greatest fourth derivative in magnitudefor the selected integrand is chosen for division by
a factor of 2, such that each iteration contributes one additional subregion to the accumulationNs← Ns+1.
The calculation ofRs, Vs, andFiv

d,s are implemented in the function gkint().

2.4 Convergence, Subregion Culling, and Termination Criteria

The user may request either or both an absolute toleranceEA and a relative toleranceER for the convergence
criterion. When all components ofE are less than those ofT, whereTf is the greater ofEA or ER|Rf |, the
algorithm considers itself globally converged. The estimated errorE is a measure of the precision of the
result, which is not quite the same thing as accuracy. To measure accuracy, one needs to know independently
(analytically) what is the true value of the integral for comparison to its numeric approximation. One hopes,
of course, that the precision and accuracy will be of the sameorder of magnitude, but difficult integrands
can lead one to a result that is precisely wrong.

The are two conditions under which a subregion may be culled from further consideration. The first is
when its estimated error is sufficiently small as to not affect (the current estimate of) the final result. The sec-
ond is when its half-widthHs is approaching the limit of machine resolution in any dimension. Technically,
that condition is met when subdividing a half-width would result in a subregion whose outermost Kronrod
abscissa in physical units is indistinguishable numerically from the subregion boundary; otherwise, the in-
tegrand might be evaluated at the location of a breakpoint. When either condition is met, the contribution of
the subregion to the accumulations is simply stored, and itslocation no longer considered. During testing,
the second condition arose only when estimating

∫ ∞
0 dxsin(x)/x = π/2, and the most accurate estimate of

that integral was achieved by disabling the subregion culling entirely. If no subregions remain after culling,
the algorithm considers itself converged but does send a unique flag to the user. The user also is warned if
the second condition has been triggered.

There remain a few other conditions for which AMGKQ will terminate. When the maximum number
of subregionsNS requested by the user have been considered, the algorithm will return a flag along with its
last values for the result and estimated error. Likewise, when a value of NaN or±Inf is encountered, the
algorithm will terminate with specific flags. These flags are meant to warn the user to inspect the result for
accuracy. The user also is warned if any of the estimated errors do not meet the requested precision upon
termination. The main loop of the algorithm can thus be stated as Algorithm 1.

4
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ALGORITHM 1: Main Loop

Input : Initial subregionsL s, Hs, and functionF(x).
Output : Final estimatesR, E, subregions evaluatedNs, and flagI .
forall the s do [Rs,Vs,F

iv
s ] = gkint(L s,Hs,F(x));

also compute culling tolerances for allHs;
R = ∑sRs; V = ∑sVs;
f irst = TRUE;
while Ns≤ NS do

if any(Rs == NaN or Inf) then break;
evaluate tolerance vectorT;
if all(V < T2) then break;
find indices{s′} ⊂ {s} for culling;
if first then

R′ = ∑s′Rs′ ; V′ = ∑s′ Vs′ ;
f irst = FALSE;

else
R = R′ + ∑sRs; V = V′ + ∑sVs;
R′ += ∑s′Rs′ ; V′ += ∑s′ Vs′;

end
remove indices{s′} from {s};
if isempty({s}) then break;
find s′′ ∈ {s} and integrandf with greatest error;
select directiond for subdivision;
Ns += 1; s′′′ = smax + 1;
Hd,s′′ = Hd,s′′ / 2;
L s′′′ = L s′′; Hs′′′ = Hs′′;
Ld,s′′ = Ld,s′′ - Hd,s′′ ; Ld,s′′′ = Ld,s′′′ + Hd,s′′′ ;
[Rs′′ ,Vs′′,F

iv
s′′ ] = gkint(L s′′,Hs′′ ,F(x));

[Rs′′′,Vs′′′ ,F
iv
s′′′] = gkint(L s′′′,Hs′′′,F(x));

also compute culling tolerances forHs′′ andHs′′′;
end
account for sign ofR and take square rootE = V1/2;
set flagI and express warnings;

2.5 Contour Integrals

Complex line (contour) integrals can be accomplished usingthe same machinery with no changes beyond
some additional abs() functions that appear in the evaluation of the half-width tolerances. These integrals
are restricted toND = 1, which is understood to represent a single complex plane, and finite values for all
components ofA, B, andC. The pointsA andB are the starting and ending points of integration (which
usually will be equal but are not required to be so), and the points inC determine the path of integration in
a piecewise continuous linear fashion; no reordering ofC is done in this case. Everything else proceeds the
same as for the case of real integrals.

5
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Figure 2: Schematic forND = 2 of how the dimensions corresponding to edge singularitiesare
determined.

3 Improper Integrals and Variable Transformations

The algorithm AMGKQ can handle integrals that are improper,either because the integrand diverges at the
boundary of the region or the domain of integration is itselfunbounded. Singularities within the domain
should be avoided by use of breakpoints. As long as the integrand is sufficiently well behaved, the result
will be an accurate approximation to the value of the integral.

3.1 Edge Singularities

If a singular integrand is detected at either or bothA andB, a variable transformation of the form
∫

dxF(x) =
∫

dyF(xy)dxy/dy is employed to weaken the singularity; no attempt is made to weaken singularities at points
in C. To find which dimensions are causing the singularity, a heuristic algorithm is employed. The idea is to
define a pointA′ which is “nearA”, and similarly forB′. In case of infinite limits, one must check that “near
A” is also “far from B” and act accordingly. Then, for each directiond, one replacesA′d with Ad to form
A′′d and inspectsY′′d,A = F(A′′d), and similarly forY′′d,B. Any integrand which is not finite triggers the need
for a variable transformation in that dimension at either orboth endpoints as necessary. If the endpoints
are themselves infinite in those dimensions, AMGKQ complains that the integral is divergent and throws an
error. If not, the algorithm proceeds to effect the variabletransformations. A schematic depiction forND = 2
is shown in Figure 2.

3.1.1 Both A and B

This case is the most complicated thus will be considered first. Let {d′} ⊂ {d} be those dimensions for
which singular integrands are detected at bothAd′ andBd′ . The user has the option of selection either a
trigonometric or a rational function for the transformation (in all d′, not independently). To accomplish the
transformation, one needs to knowxy ≡ x(y) anddxy/dy, as well asyx≡ y(x) to find the new limitsAd′ and
Bd′ and the breakpointsCd′ in the new geometry. For the trigonometric transformation,those functions are

xd′(yd′) = [1−cos(yd′)](Bd′ −Ad′)/2+Ad′ , (2a)

dxd′/dyd′ = sin(yd′)(Bd′ −Ad′)/2 , (2b)

yd′(xd′) = 2arctan{[x′d′/(1−x′d′)]
1/2} , (2c)

6
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wherex′d′ = (xd′ −Ad′)/(Bd′ −Ad′). For the rational transformation we have

xd′(yd′) = yd′(3−y2
d′)(Bd′ −Ad′)/4+(Bd′ +Ad′)/2 , (3a)

dxd′/dyd′ = 3(1−y2
d′)(Bd′ −Ad′)/4 , (3b)

yd′(xd′) = [
√
−3(1−x′′2d′ )− (1+x′′2d′ )]/2x′′d′ , (3c)

wherex′′d′ = {[(x′2d′ −4)1/2+x′d′ ]/2}1/3 andx′d′ = [2(Bd′ +Ad′)−4xd′ ]/(Bd′ −Ad′); the imaginary part ofyd′

should be 0 to machine precision and can be discarded. For either transformation, one can construct the
transformed integrand efficiently using binary singleton expansion such thatF(X′) =

[

∏d′(dxd′/dyd′)X′
]

⊗
F(XX′).

3.1.2 Just A or Just B

For these two cases only a rational transformation is available to the user. When{d′′} is the set of dimensions
for which singular integrands are detected only atAd′′ , the transformation functions are

xd′′(yd′′) = Ad′′+y2
d′′ , (4a)

dxd′′/dyd′′ = 2yd′′ , (4b)

yd′′(xd′′) = (xd′′ −Ad′′)
1/2 , (4c)

and when{d′′′} is the set of dimensions for which singular integrands are detected only atBd′′′, the transfor-
mation functions are

xd′′′(yd′′′) = Bd′′′−y2
d′′′ , (5a)

dxd′′′/dyd′′′ = −2yd′′′ , (5b)

yd′′′(xd′′′) = −(Bd′′′−xd′′′)
1/2 . (5c)

All three cases are processed sequentially, which can lead to a final function of the form

F(X′′′) =

[

∏
d′′′

(dxd′′′/dyd′′′)X′′′

]

⊗
[

∏
d′′
(dxd′′/dyd′′)X′′

]

⊗
[

∏
d′
(dxd′/dyd′)X′

]

⊗F(XX′′′) , (6)

that gets passed to the main loop performing the actual quadrature, after accounting for any infinite limits
that may be present.

3.2 Infinite Limits

When infinite limits appear in eitherA or B, a variable transformation is employed to map the manifold
to a finite domain. The user has the option of selecting eithera trigonometric or rational function for
the transformation. Let{d′′′′} be the set of dimensions which have at least one infinite limit. For the
trigonometric transformation, the required functions are

xd′′′′(yd′′′′) = tan(yd′′′′) , (7a)

dxd′′′′/dyd′′′′ = sec2(yd′′′′) , (7b)

yd′′′′(xd′′′′) = arctan(xd′′′′) , (7c)

and the required functions for the rational transformationare

xd′′′′(yd′′′′) = yd′′′′/(1−y2
d′′′′) , (8a)

dxd′′′′/dyd′′′′ = (1+y2
d′′′′)/(1−y2

d′′′′)
2 , (8b)

yd′′′′(xd′′′′) = 2xd′′′′/[1+(1+4x2
d′′′′)

1/2] . (8c)

7
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The infinite limit transformationF(X′′′′) =
[

∏d′′′′(dxd′′′′/dyd′′′′)X′′′′
]

⊗F(X′′′
X′′′′) is applied after any arising

from edge singularities. If the default breakpointC = (A+B)/2 is selected because none were specified by
the user, one must account for infinite limits by takingCd′′′′ = (Ad′′′′ +Bd′′′′)/2 in the new coordinates.

4 Accuracy Testing

To test the accuracy of any numeric integration algorithm, one must assemble a collection of integrals whose
values are known exactly. A well known collection is provided by John Burkardt 2009, 2011, a subset of
which will be used here, sometimes modified for convenience.The analytic forms of these integrals have
been included in the documentation provided with the code, as have example scripts that generate the results
shown here. Some typos in the exact values quoted in the first library have been corrected, which are now
evaluated in terms of their closed form solution.

4.1 Burkardt Tests

A set of 31 functions is selected for testing in one dimensionas displayed in Table 1. The integrand is passed
to AMGKQ in the form of an anonymous function handle. Defaultparameters ofEA =

√

eps(1) ≈ 1.5e-8,
ER = 0, andNS= 2ND ×100 control the algorithm, where eps(x) is the floating point resolution of valuex.
The limits for these functions are all finite. The number of subregions evaluatedNs is displayed, as is the
output flag: 2 means globally converged, 1 means locally converged, 0 meansNS is reached, and<0 means
Inf or NaN has been encountered. The estimated error is underthe heading ERR, and the actual accuracy is
under ACC.

For the vast majority of the selected functions, AMGKQ performs brilliantly. Only for the three func-
tions numbered 29, 30, and 31 is ACC above the requested precision. The first is an example of a result that
is precisely wrong, while the other two have an estimated error on par with their accuracy. The integration
is repeated for these functions, which are displayed in Figure 3, with parametersEA = 0 andNS= 1000, and
results are appended to the bottom of the table; what makes these integrands difficult are the sharp peaks
in panel (a), the low-amplitude, high-frequency content inpanel (b), and the wild oscillations in panel (c).
Function number 29 is evaluated accurately when forced to converge locally, while function number 30 im-
proves with more iterations. Function number 31 can be related to the sine integral which will be discussed
later.

In two dimensions Burkardt [2011] does not give as many functions to investigate. These integrals all
have limits which are the same for both directions, so only one value will be displayed forA andB. The
results of the accuracy tests following the same procedure as above are shown in Table 2. Note that the
two difficult integrands which were repeated both contain abs() as part of the operation; the discontinuity
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Figure 3: Difficult integrands in one dimension.
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Table 1: Burkardt Tests forND = 1
No. F(X) A B Ns flag ERR ACC
1 exp(X) 0.0 1.0 2 2 1.1e-16 2.2e-16
2 1/(1+X4) 0.0 1.0 2 2 7.7e-13 0.0e+00
3 1/(1+exp(X)) 0.0 1.0 2 2 0.0e+00 0.0e+00
4 X/(exp(X)−1) 0.0 1.0 2 2 3.9e-16 8.9e-16
5 X/(exp(X)+1) 0.0 1.0 2 2 0.0e+00 2.8e-17
6 0.92cosh(X)− cos(X) -1.0 1.0 2 2 3.9e-17 2.2e-16
7 exp(X)cos(X) 0.0 3.1 2 2 5.1e-14 0.0e+00
8 1/(1+X2+X4) -1.0 1.0 2 2 6.6e-09 6.7e-16
9 50/π/(2500X2+1) 0.0 1.0 8 2 9.7e-12 5.6e-17
10 sqrt(X) 0.0 1.0 12 2 7.1e-09 4.1e-10
11 sqrt(50)exp(−50πX2) 0.0 10.0 8 2 2.3e-09 1.1e-16
12 25exp(−25X) 0.0 10.0 8 2 2.0e-11 0.0e+00
13 1/sqrt(X) 0.0 1.0 2 2 2.2e-16 0.0e+00
14 log(X) 0.0 1.0 10 2 9.7e-09 -1.8e-10
15 sqrt(abs(X+0.5)) -1.0 1.0 22 2 1.0e-08 8.2e-10
16 log(abs(X−0.7)) 0.0 1.0 28 2 1.3e-08 -3.4e-09
17 2/(2+ sin(10πX)) 0.0 1.0 17 2 1.3e-08 -2.6e-14
18 (sin(50πX))2 0.0 1.0 5 2 3.4e-16 -1.1e-16
19 exp(cos(X)) 0.0 6.3 5 2 1.4e-10 8.9e-16
20 1/(X1/2+X1/3) 0.0 1.0 15 2 8.6e-09 7.3e-10
21 exp(−X)sin(50X) 0.0 6.3 52 2 1.3e-08 -4.5e-17
22 (X <= exp(1)−2)/(X+2) 0.0 1.0 22 2 1.1e-08 3.1e-09
23 1/(1+X2) -4.0 4.0 7 2 9.4e-10 -4.4e-16
24 sqrt(− log(X)) 0.0 1.0 18 2 1.0e-08 6.0e-10
25 ∏3

k=0(10x−1− k/10) 0.0 1.0 2 2 0.0e+00 2.3e-13
26 log(X)sqrt(X) 0.0 1.0 14 2 1.2e-08 -7.8e-10
27 log(X)/sqrt(X) 0.0 1.0 24 2 1.3e-08 2.3e-09
28 (0.3<= X) 0.0 1.0 24 2 9.3e-09 8.2e-09
29 ∑3

k=1(sech(10k(X− k/5)))2k 0.0 1.0 11 2 3.9e-09 -1.1e-03
30 ∑40

k=1cos(7kXπ/2)/2k 0.0 1.0 200 0 2.1e-04 1.1e-03
31 (1/X)sin(1/X) 0.0 1.0 200 0 4.3e-01 7.2e-01
29 ∑3

k=1(sech(10k(X− k/5)))2k 0.0 1.0 57 1 4.5e-17 0.0e+00
30 ∑40

k=1cos(7kXπ/2)/2k 0.0 1.0 1000 0 8.3e-05 -1.5e-05
31 (1/X)sin(1/X) 0.0 1.0 1000 0 1.4e-01 -2.2e-01

in the first derivative apparently makes high accuracy hard to achieve. Also note that the Gaussian function,
which is representative of what is encountered in Bayesian data analysis, converges quickly compared to the
others.

4.2 Further Tests

We now turn our attention to a set of functions selected from those used during development, displayed
in Table 3. It includes examples of simultaneous integrandsand multiple dimensions; to guide the eye,
horizontal rules distinguish those from single integrandsin one dimension. It also includes examples of
improper integrals of either type, as well as an example of contour integration. For function numbered 1,
the breakpoints areC = [1,2i] and the exact values areπ/2 andπ/e. Default parameters were passed to
AMGKQ for all these tests. The effect of not ameliorating internal singularities can be seen by comparing
numbers 2 and 3.

9
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Table 2: Burkardt Tests forND = 2
No. F(X,Y) A B Ns flag ERR ACC
1 1/(1− xy) 0.0 1.0 43 2 1.2e-08 -2.0e-09
2 1/sqrt(1− x2y2) -1.0 1.0 92 2 1.4e-08 -1.4e-09
3 1/sqrt(2− x− y) -1.0 1.0 27 2 7.1e-09 -3.7e-10
4 1/sqrt(3− x−2y) -1.0 1.0 26 2 1.0e-08 -5.3e-10
5 sqrt(xy) 0.0 1.0 67 2 1.3e-08 2.5e-09
6 exp(−((x−4)2+(y−1)2)) 0.0 5.0 10 2 6.0e-09 4.4e-16
7 abs(x2+ y2−0.25) -1.0 1.0 379 2 1.5e-08 4.4e-08
8 sqrt(abs(x− y)) 0.0 1.0 400 0 3.2e-07 -1.0e-06
7 abs(x2+ y2−0.25) -1.0 1.0 1000 0 7.8e-10 6.9e-09
8 sqrt(abs(x− y)) 0.0 1.0 1000 0 5.0e-08 -2.3e-07

Table 3: Further Accuracy Tests
No. F(X) A B Ns flag ERR ACC

1
1/(1+ z2)2

exp(iz)/(1+ z2)
-1.0 -1.0 13 2

5.0e-09-2.0e-17i
1.4e-09-3.3e-17i

-2.2e-16+2.8e-17i
0.0e+00+4.2e-17i

2 1/sqrt(abs(x)) 0.0 10.0 2 2 2.2e-16 0.0e+00
3 1/sqrt(abs(x)) -10.0 10.0 101 2 1.3e-08 -1.2e-08
4 1/(sqrt(x)(1+ x)) 0.0 ∞ 2 2 2.2e-16 0.0e+00
5 log(x)/(1− x2) 0.0 1.0 10 2 9.7e-09 -1.8e-10
6 exp(−x)x/(1−exp(−2x)) 0.0 ∞ 6 2 1.4e-08 2.7e-13

7

exp(−x)x
exp(−x)x2

exp(−x)x3

exp(−x)x4

exp(−x)x5

0.0 ∞ 12 2

3.4e-13
3.3e-13
8.3e-11
1.5e-09
6.8e-09

0.0e+00
4.4e-16
3.6e-15
2.1e-14
1.6e-13

8 exp(−x2) -∞ ∞ 9 2 1.8e-09 2.2e-16
9 exp(−x2)cos(x) 0.0 ∞ 5 2 4.1e-09 1.1e-16
10 exp(−x2)(1+ x2)−1 0.0 1.0 2 2 2.2e-13 2.2e-16

11 exp(−x2
1/2)(1+ x2

2)
−1 -∞

-∞
∞
∞ 17 2 6.0e-09 4.3e-14

12 exp(−x2
1/2)(1+ x2

2)
−1 -10.0

-10.0
10.0
10.0

76 2 1.3e-08 -2.1e-11

13
exp(−x2

1/2)
(1+ x2

2)
−1

-10.0
-10.0

10.0
10.0

56 2
1.0e-08
1.5e-08

5.7e-14
-1.4e-14

14
exp(−x2

1/2)(1+ x2
2)
−1

×x10
3 (1− x3)

10

-10.0
-10.0
0.0

10.0
10.0
1.0

8 2 9.9e-10 -9.0e-12

15
exp(−x2

1/2)
(1+ x2

2)
−1

x10
3 (1− x3)

10

-10.0
-10.0
0.0

10.0
10.0
1.0

104 2
7.4e-09
1.5e-08
2.4e-11

1.1e-13
-3.6e-14
-4.3e-19

16 x−1/2(1− x)−1/2 0.0 1.0 2 2 3.5e-14 9.8e-15
17 x−2/3(1− x)−2/3 0.0 1.0 40 -1 2.9e-06 -1.4e-05
18 x−3/4(1− x)−3/4 0.0 1.0 40 -1 1.4e-04 -4.8e-04
19 (sin(x)/x)2 0.0 ∞ 200 0 4.5e-06 5.9e-06
20 (sin(x)/x)3 0.0 ∞ 146 2 1.5e-08 -7.6e-08
21 (sin(x)/x)4 0.0 ∞ 35 2 1.5e-08 -2.0e-09

22
(∑d x2

d < 1)
(∑d x2

d > 1)
-1.0
-1.0

1.0
1.0

400 0
7.0e-05
7.0e-05

6.9e-05
-6.9e-05
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Difficult integrands have been collected at the bottom of thetable. Edge singularities stronger than
x−1/2, functions 17 and 18, are seen to terminate after encountering a value of Inf, returning a result that is
not wildly off the mark. Powers of the sinc function are also seen to converge, though number 19 requires
more iterations than it was allowed. The strong discontinuity of number 22 is not well modeled by the
Gauss-Kronrod interpolating polynomial, such that the desired precision is hard to reach.

The numeric approximation of the integral of the sinc function f (x) = sin(x)/x over the semi-infinite
domain is notoriously difficult. We have encountered one of its forms before among the difficult integrands
of the Burkardt tests. If we ask QUADGK to approximate

∫ ∞
0 dxsin(x)/x = π/2≈ 1.5708, it returnsR=

5.7135 andE = 7.14403. If we call AMGKQ withNS= 1000 and disable subregion culling, we get a value
of R= 1.5570, which has a relative accuracy of less than 1%. Speakingof relative accuracy, if we evaluate
∫ 15

10 dxsin(3x)cosh(x)sinh(x) ≈ 2.6e+10, withEA = 0 andER = 1e-14, we find that the relative accuracy is
indeed less than the requested relative precision.

5 Performance Testing

Having considered the advice given by Johnson [2002], let usembark on some performance testing. We
will investigate the accuracy and running time in two and three dimensions of four functions, three of
which are localized and one of which is oscillatory. In the order considered, the functions are a product
over dimension of normal distributionsF(x) = ∏d exp(−x2

d), a product of Cauchy distributionsF(x) =
∏d(1+x2

d)
−1, a product of beta distributionsF(x) = ∏d exp(2xd)/[1+exp(xd)]

4, and a product of squared
sinusoidsF(x) = ∏d sin2(xd)cos2(xd). The integration region begins as a square (or hyper-square) with
sides of length 2 units, whose center is offset from the origin by up to half a unit in any direction, and is
scaled by integer factors ofk for successive runs. The normalization of each integral is set to unity for each
k for consistency of comparison.

For two dimensional integralsND = 2, Octave provides DBLQUAD, which calls recursively a chosen
one dimensional quadrature routine such that vectorization of the integrand is only necessary for the first
direction. For our purposes, we select QUADGK and QUADCC as our integration routines; QUADCC
implements Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature rules. The adaptive Lobatto routine QUADL was abandoned for
failing to terminate within a reasonable time whenk becomes large, as was QUADV using an adaptive
Simpson’s rule. We also include ADAPT in our comparison to becomplete, modified slightly to ignore the
number of function evaluations and instead trackNs. All quadrature routines are called with their default
parameters for this test, except that they haveEA = 1.0e-8 in common. The testing environment is Octave
3.8.1 using the ATLAS BLAS library running on a Pentium 4 CPU at 3.0 GHz with 3GB of RAM. The
results are averaged over 3 trials to reduce their stochastic fluctuation.

We can see in Figure 4 that the accuracy of AMGKQ is comparableto that of DBLGK and DBLCC.
Upon termination, all three produce a result whose accuracyis well below the requested precision. In
contrast, ADAPT returns a result whose accuracy is on par with EA; to be fair, that is all we asked for, but
as we will see next, ADAPT has to work much harder to achieve a result that is nowhere near as accurate
as the others. While Berntsen et al. [1991] recommend using ahigher order rule for oscillatory integrands,
the default rule of order 7 is used in ADAPT when evaluating the product of sinusoids in panel (d) for
consistency of comparison. The relative performance of DBLGK and DBLCC varies with the choice of
integrand, whereas AMGKQ is more consistent in that regard.Also shown is the accuracy of AMGKQ
when it does all four integrands simultaneously.

In Figure 5 we compare the running times of the various implementations. Since the integrand functions
are called in slightly different ways between DBLQUAD and AMGKQ, it is not really fair to compare the
number of calls. The practical quantity which the user wantsto minimize is running time, which is measured
here in terms of CPU seconds, not wall time. For easy integrands (smallk), AMGKQ returns a result up to
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Figure 4: Accuracy performance forND = 2. Routines are indicated by✷ for DBLGK, ✸ for
DBLCC, © for AMGKQ, and + for ADAPT. The integrands are normal distributions in (a),
Cauchy distributions in (b), beta distributions in (c), andsinusoids in (d). Results indicated by
× are the accuracy when AMGKQ does all four integrands simultaneously.
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Figure 5: Running time performance forND = 2. Routines are indicated by✷ for DBLGK, ✸
for DBLCC,© for AMGKQ, and+ for ADAPT. The integrands are normal distributions in (a),
Cauchy distributions in (b), beta distributions in (c), andsinusoids in (d). Results indicated by×
are one fourth of the running time when AMGKQ does all four integrands simultaneously.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the number of subregions evaluatedNs for AMGKQ in panel (a) and
ADAPT in panel (b). The integrands are indicated by✷ for the normal distributions,✸ for the
Cauchy distributions,© for the beta distributions, and+ for the sinusoids.

100 times faster than DBLGK, while for more difficult integrands the speedup factor is closer to 10, and it
does not slow down as much as does DBLCC with increasingk. A factor of 10 might not seem like much
for an operation that takes only a second, but in the context of Bayesian data analysis one often has to repeat
variations of the same integral a large number of times. Furthermore, for real time predictive applications,
every CPU cycle counts.

We should mention that the initialization time for AMGKQ is not included in these comparisons. If
it were, it would only affectk = 1 in panel (a) of Figure 5, raising its value by a factor of 10. After
the first call, which need not produce anything useful, all the machinery for subsequent calls at the same
ordernG in the same number of dimensionsND is available in memory; since that feature is not part of the
other implementations, it does not make sense to penalize AMGKQ for its inclusion. At any rate, all four
integrands for eachk can be evaluated by AMGKQ in one pass, thus doing them independently is already
generous to its competition. The one pass running time displayed in the figure is one quarter of the time to
do all four integrands simultaneously.

Let us next compare the number of subregions evaluated by AMGKQ and ADAPT, as shown in Figure 6.
In panel (a) one sees that for the smallestk, AMGKQ converges after the initial subregions have been
evaluated, while ADAPT requires on the order of 100 subregions (iterations) before it converges. For the
largerk, there is a modest increase inNs upon termination for AMGKQ, while ADAPT reaches its maximum
limit of NS= 2000 for the sinusoidal integrand. The vastly different values ofNs for these two algorithms
can only be explained by the superior performance of the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature rules.

We can repeat the comparison forND = 3, at least for small values ofk. Only a single set of runs is
considered, on account of the length of time TRIPLEQUAD takes to converge. Likewise, ADAPT is no
longer considered for the same reason. The accuracies shownin Figure 7 of TPLGK, TPLCC, and AMGKQ
are all, as expected, well below the requested precision, asis the accuracy of the simultaneous integrands.
What is interesting is the comparison of their running times, displayed in Figure 8. When the integrals are
done independently, we see that AMGKQ outperforms TRIPLEQUAD by a factor greater than 100 and
sometimes close to 1000. Interestingly, doing the integrals simultaneously appears to take slightly longer
than their aggregate time, but the accuracy is not allowed todrift as much for largek. Obviously, performing
multivariate quadrature with a recursive algorithm is not the quickest path to success.

6 Environment Limitations and the Curse of Dimensionality

As implemented, AMGKQ is not self-limiting; the number of dimensionsND, the number of integrandsNF ,
and the order of quadrature rules(nG,nK) can be arbitrarily large. Of course, there are practical limits im-
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Figure 7: Accuracy performance forND = 3. Routines are indicated by✷ for TPLGK, ✸ for
TPLCC, and© for AMGKQ. The integrands are normal distributions in (a), Cauchy distributions
in (b), beta distributions in (c), and sinusoids in (d). Results indicated by× are the accuracy when
AMGKQ does all four integrands simultaneously.
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Figure 8: Running time performance forND = 3. Routines are indicated by✷ for TPLGK, ✸ for
TPLCC, and© for AMGKQ. The integrands are normal distributions in (a), Cauchy distributions
in (b), beta distributions in (c), and sinusoids in (d). Results indicated by× are one fourth of the
running time when AMGKQ does all four integrands simultaneously.
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Table 4: Multivariate Tests At OrdernG = 7
ND NX NDNX Nos. Ns flag ERR ACC
1 15 15 1 2 2 1.1e-16 2.2e-16
2 225 450 1,2 4 2 9.7e-13 2.2e-16
3 3375 10125 1,2,3 8 2 2.6e-13 1.1e-16
4 50625 202500 1,2,3,4 16 2 1.5e-13 5.6e-16
5 759375 3796875 1,2,3,4,5 32 2 1.9e-14 1.1e-16
6 11390625 68343750 1,2,3,4,5,6 64 2 6.4e-15 6.9e-17
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Figure 9: The curse of dimensionality.

posed by the operating environment, which is comprised of the hardware and the interpreter. The two largest
objects which AMGKQ holds in memory are the abscissa locations in physical unitsXs of size[ND,NX] and
the corresponding integrand valuesYs of size [NF ,NX], whereNX is determined by the quadrature order
(nG,nK) and the number of dimensionsND. When variable transformations are in play, there can be a suc-
cession of functions that each create an array the size ofXs in memory, and there must be room in RAM to
hold them.

Another limit is imposed by the class of indexing variable, which is implemented in Octave as a signed
integer. On a 32-bit system, the maximum number of elementsN32 that can be stored in an array is one
less than the maximum positive integer that can be represented, orN32 = 231−2. If either productNDNX

or NFNX is greater thanN32, AMGKQ will fail to allocate room in memory forXs or Ys, respectively. On
a fully 64-bit system (hardware and interpreter), the number of elements possibleN64 is much greater. The
relation between the number of abscissae and the order of quadrature isNX = (2nG + 1)ND , such that a
greater number of dimensions is feasible if one reduces the quadrature order.

There is simply no getting around the fact that the accurate numeric approximation of the integral of a
multivariate function requires a lot of work. As a final test of AMGKQ, let us evaluate at ordernG = 7 an
integrand comprised of the product of the first few Burkardt tests in one dimension, with each additional
function evaluated from an independent variable. As we can see in Table 4 and Figure 9, the number of
elements inXs andYs grows quite quickly with dimension. The running time shown in panel (c) includes
the initialization time, since we are comparing apples to apples here, and demonstrates the curse of dimen-
sionality. Not only must AMGKQ evaluate a strongly growing number of elements inXs andYs asND

increases, but it also must do more work to evaluate each dimension’s contribution to the integrand. Inspect-
ing the column forNs in the table, we see that AMGKQ converged for all these integrals immediately after
initialization. When the sixth function was appended, the Octave process consumed over 2GB of RAM and
took more than a few minutes of wall time to evaluate. On a modern platform, the algorithm should be able
to handle more dimensions than are considered here.
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7 Outlook

During final preparations, the algorithm CHEBINT [Poppe andCools, 2013] has come to our attention.
This work focuses on the exposition of AMGKQ and its comparison to its parent algorithms ADAPT and
QUADGK. It would be interesting in future work to compare theperformance of AMGKQ and CHEBINT
directly. Efficiency can be measured not only in terms of running time but also in terms of code complexity;
AMGKQ accomplishes its goals with less than 1000 lines of code, including comments, examples, and
nearly 200 lines of tabulated coefficients.

There remain opportunities to improve the efficiency of the implementation of AMGKQ. The most
obvious upon reading the code is the manner in which the variable transformations are addressed. Rather
than performing the transformations sequentially, it would be better to identify for each dimension the
required transformation(s) and then effect the change of variable in a single function to reduce memory
overhead and other expenses. It might also be better to transpose the sense in whichXs andYs are stored.
Such detailed investigations of efficiency improvement areleft for the interested reader to perform.

8 Conclusion

This work describes an efficient algorithm for the adaptive multivariate Gauss-Kronrod quadrature of simul-
taneous integrands and its implementation in Octave, AMGKQ. Its accuracy is comparable to the numerical
integration routines provided by Octave, and its running time is much faster in multiple dimensions. Its
performance is achieved by using vectorized code as much as possible, including in the user supplied inte-
grand function. Its performance is limited only by the memory structure of its operating environment. The
numeric approximation of integrals of functions of severalvariables might not be easy, but it has at least
become easier.
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